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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, online system is considered as a need in working world. The rapid

growth in Information Technologies triggers the usage of Internet to ensure the
effectiveness in delivering tasks. In online system, there are factors that need to be

considered such time taken to run the system, the quality of the system and

understandability and reliabilityof system.

As my Final Year Project, Ihave chosen the Secured Online UTP Industrial Training

System. My project will be focus on UTP needs ofan automation system. However, I

most concerned and precisely explained about the Web Services and Web Security as

main scope in this project. Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System is one ofthe
systems that will useful for students while undergone their industrial training. Therefore,
it can be concludedthat it will help in UTP to the community and management.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. BACKGROUND OF STUDY

University Technology Petronas (UTP) is becoming world-class university in education
and facilities. It also offers a wide range of engineering and technology programmes at

undergraduate and postgraduate levels. University Technology Petronas is promoting the
university by sending the students to undergone internship program into various
companies in Malaysia as well as international companies. Industrial training is an
important course that requires fulfilling for students in order to graduate. The students
need to undergone 32 weeks ofinternship. Currently, University Technology Petronas is
using manual system that created few problems to the students and Student Industrial
Internship Unit (SIIU) as administrator. One ofthe problems is to report the logbook and
update the latest progress. These 32 weekly reports of every student need to be
processed and submitted manually to the SIIU. All process of submitting the documents
will cause time consuming, tedious and ineffective to the students. Consequently, I have

suggested an online system to be implemented to change from the current manual
system into online system asto solve the problems.

Considering nowadays rapid technology, online system becomes a necessity to any
companies and institutions. It is necessity to manage content management system and
update information on the dynamics ofmanagement. By having online reporting system,
we will be able to gather information through a simple interlace to the database

operation as well as reduce the time consuming while using manual system. It is also
greatly reduced the workload and simplify maintenance process.



To ensure the security of the system, I have decided to implement the Secure Socket

Layer (SSL). Basically, SSL provides secure communication between client (users) and
server. Nowadays, every user ofapublic network sends various types ofdata from email

to credit card details daily. For Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System, I have

decided to protect the data transmission in the login page. This is because the main

security issue with HTTP is the fact that all the traffic between the client and the server
is done as clear text (plaintext). Byimplementing the SSL, thedata will bemore secure

when intransit over a public network because the data will beencrypted.

1.1 Problem Statement

Previously, there are many problems occurred with the manual system that has been

used before. From my research, I have found that the main problem is to organize the

documents required by the SIIU. Collecting the weekly reports and final report are

timing consuming. As we already known, with the traditional ofmanual system, there

are a lot of trouble occurred in any system itself. I have highlighted two important

problems which are current manual system and Web Security. With the current manual
system the process is not efficient because it drives to the time consuming and paper
redundancy. For example, the students need to go to the SIIU to submit the logbook and

final report at the end of the internship and it will cause time consuming as all the

students need to queue and wait for the confirmation from the SIIU. However, by having

online system, it will be more convenience because the students can directly submit the

final report and logbook to the SIIU,



1.1.1 Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System

i. No direct medium for communication

There is no medium for student to have direct communication with SIIU and UTP

supervisor. There is no medium for student to channel all their problems and
suggestions. There is also a flaw of manual system when few students are unlisted and
did not inform any updating information by the SIIU. Sometimes, miscommunication

also occurred between the UTP supervisor and SIIU.

There is miscommunication problem occurred by using the manual system. The student

will not be directly informed by UTP lecturers. So, this problem will lead to the
miscommunication between the student and UTP supervisor. For example, there is a

case where a student has missed out his presentation because of the miscommunication

between the lecturers and SHU. SIIU has delivered the wrong information about the date

offinal presentation.

ii. Paper Redundancy

The redundancy of papers of weekly report also creates a problem for SIIU as the
administrator. They have to spend much time in arranging and managing the papers of
weekly report. There are numerous of number of students undergone the internship
every year. As a result, there will be a load of papers in SIIU. However, by having
Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System, it will niinimize the usage of papers. It

is because ail the reports are submitted using this online system.

iii. Time Consuming

While using the manual system, it is time consuming for the UTP supervisor and host
plant supervisor to check all the 32 weekly reports. Both of supervisors need to check
one by one ofeach student because the reports will be submitted end oftraining period.



1.1.2 Web Security

i. Confidential Of Data Transmission

The users and administrator (SIIU) need to worry about the confidentiality of the data

transmitted across the Web. The TCP/IP protocol was not designed with security in

mind. So, it is indanger to network eavesdropping. The focus ofsecurity is inthe Login

page. Information ofusername and password need to be kept secret from the intruders. If
the intruders or hackers able to get the password and username, they will be able to

access the system. They will able to do the adjustment ofdata inside the Secured Online

UTP Industrial Training System. For example, the unauthorized user will be able to

change the marking grade for the students. It will eliminate the data integrity in this

system.

ii. Token Threats

I'm using the HTTP in this system. As we know, HTTP is aconnectionless protocol and
Web page requires multiple server requests and responses to complete the page. I choose
the method used by the Web server (US) to issue a token to the client (user) browser

making the request. After the Communicator Web Access server successfully
authenticates an internal or external user, it issues a token into a session cookie, which is

returned to the client. This cookie is used for access to the server for a single session.

Therefore, clients must accept cookies from the Communicator Web Access server to

function correctly. An attacker could possibly steal and reuse this token. Communicator

Web Access mitigates the token threat by issuing only a session cookie, using SSL

(when enabled) to transport the token, clearing the token when the session ends, and
causing the token toexpire after a period ofclient inactivity.

iii. Malicious Administrator

The SIIU acts as administrator has rights on a Communicator Web Access server that

has been configured for forms authentication. So, the user can view the credentials for
any user who logs on to the server. Even though the credentials are encrypted in transit
between the authenticating user's computer and the server, the credentials are in plain

text when they arrive at the server. The malicious user may then be able to use those

credentials to log onand escalate privileges onthe network.



1.2 Objectives

The objectives that are to be achieved by the end ofthis project:

• To build a Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System

• To implement the Secure Socket Layer in Secured Online UTP Industrial

Training System

By having this system, it can create the significant cost; resources saving for students
thus diminish time consuming for the administrator as well as reducing the paper

redundancy. It also allows direct communication among the SIIU, students, UTP

Supervisor andhostplantSupervisor.

1.3 Scope of study

Basically, my scope of study covers the elements that will be implemented in the
system. It is also to achieve all the three main objectives for Secured Online UTP
Industrial Training System. This system is focusing on Secure Socket Layer. I will
explain in details on how to implement the Secure Socket Layer, Secured Online UTP
Industrial Training System development and Data Access Control for SQL Server.

Reporting Automated System is asystem that will be used to store all the important data
fortheadministrator and to show the security features thatwillbe executed.

1.3.1 University Technology Petronas

University Technology PETRONAS (UTP) was established on January 10, 1997 when
PETRONAS was invited by the Malaysian government to set up a university. The

campus is built on a 400 hectare (1,000 acre) site strategically located at Bandar Seri
Iskandar, Perak Darul Ridzuan, Malaysia.University Technology Petronas (UTP) was

established with the objective of producing well-rounded graduates who possess

technical competence, lifetime learning capacity, critical thinking, communication and
behavioral skills, business acumen, practical aptitude and solution synthesis ability.
Currently, UTP offers six major programmes, namely, Chemical Engineering, Electrical
&Electronics Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Information and
Communication Technology andBusiness Information System.



1.3.2 Industrial Training in University Technology Petronas

UTP is aware that its undergraduate students must not only learn the theoretical

knowledge from class but must also undergo practical work in terms of industrial
internship prior to the completion of their studies at UTP. The industrial internship
carries sixteen credit hours and lasts for thirty-two weeks. The Industrial Internship

Programme is coordinated by the Students Industrial Internship Unit (SIIU). The SIIU
responsibility is to ensure the success of the Industrial Internship Programme and to
enhance the relationship between UTP and the industry aswell asgovernment sectors.

The purpose ofindustrial internship is to expose UTP students to the world ofwork so
that they can relate theoretical knowledge with application in industry. From the
Industrial Internship programme, the students will also develop skills in work ethics,

communication, and management. Furthermore, this Industrial Internship Programme

will establishclose relationship betweenthe industryand UTP.

1.3.3 Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System

The system is used for SIIU to administer all the tasks in the process of Industrial
Training process in UTP. With the current manual system, there are many problems
have risen. There is no direct communication with the manual system. The students are

having difficulties in communicating with their supervisor. The paper load also created
immense problem to the UTP. The SIIU needs to handle all the documents manually as
it drives to the time consuming in processing the assessments. However, with the

Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System will help the all the four main users,

namely students, UTP supervisor, host plant supervisor and SIIU to reduce all the
difficulties involved in the industrial training process. All the users are able to access to

the system but with different level of admission. Basically, the four users are able to
view, update, delete and add new data in the Secured Online UTP Industrial Training

System.



1.3.3 Implementation Secure Socket Layer

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a security standard designed to provide secure

connections on the Internet. ).The SSL is a good security protocol because it prevents

the system from the eavesdropping, tampering and message forgery. SSL also can

ensure the confidentiality and the integrity of data stored. For Secured Online UTP

Industrial Training System, I have focused on how to set up a SSL and certificate. In

order to successfully use SSL, I choose to obtain a Server Certificate. However, I only

focus on obtaininga certificatefrom a local CA.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2. OVERVIEW ON SECURE SOCKET LAYER

Related to thematters above, I have focused onthe Secure Socket Layer (SSL) as it

provides data encryption, server authentication and message integrity. It allows web
browsers and web servers to communicate overa secure connection. In the secure

connection, the data that isbeing sent isencrypted before being sent. Then, itwill be

decrypted upon the receipt before processing. Both the browser and the server encrypt

all traffic before sending any data. The SSL is designed to make used ofTCP in order to

provide reliable secure services. There are two important SSL concepts:

• SSL Connection: Connection is transport layer that provides suitable

services. For example, connection onpeer to peer relationship.

• SSL Session: SSL session is an association between client and server.

It is created by Handshake Protocol. Session is a set of cryptography

security parameters, which shares among multiple connections

[Refer articles ofSecure Socket Layer from http://www.windowsecurity.com[4]]

2.1 Objectives of Secure Socket Layer

Themainobjectives for Secure Socket Layerare:

• Authenticating the client and server to each other: the SSL protocol

supports the use of standard key cryptographic techniques (public key
encryption) to authenticate the communicating parties to each other.

Though the most frequent application consists in authenticating the
service client on the basis of a certificate, SSL may also use the same

methods to authenticate the client.



• Ensuring data integrity: during a session, data cannot be either

intentionally or unintentionally tampered with.

• Securing data privacy: data in transport between the client and the server

must be protected from interception and be readable only by the intended
recipient. This prerequisite is necessary for both the data associated with the
protocol itself (securing traffic during negotiations) and the application data
that is sent during the session itself. SSL is infact not a single protocol but

rather a set of protocols that can additionally be further divided in two

layers:

[Refer articles ofSecure Socket Layer from http://www.windowsecurity.com[4]]

The SSL covers all the authentication, data integrity and data privacy which isneeded in

to ensure the security of Reporting Automated System.

2.2 Method in Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

"SSL addresses the following important security elements:

• Authentication: During your initial attempt to communicate with a web

server over a secure connection, that server will present your web browser

with a set of credentials in the form of a server certificate. The purpose of

the certificate is to verify that the site is who and what it claims to be. In

some cases, the server may request a certificate that the client is who and

what it claims tobe (which is known asclient authentication).

• Confidentiality: When data is being passed between the client and the

server on a network, third parties can view and intercept this data. SSL

responses are encrypted so that the data cannot be deciphered by the third

party and the data remains confidential.

• Integrity: When data isbeing passed between the client and the server on a
network, third parties can view and intercept this data. SSL helps guarantee

that the data will not be modified in transit by that third party."



InFigure 7, it shows how the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) works:

i. A client (user) asks for a connection to theserver (local host).

ii. The server listens to the client request.

iii. The server sends its digital certificate to the client to authenticate it self along

with its public key.

iv. The client verifies the server's authentication.

v. If authenticated it creates a random sessionkey and encrypts it with the server's

public key.

vi. Server decrypts session key using itsprivate key and establishes a secure session.

vii. Optionally authenticate theclient to theserver.

Server tlevryjils session kev usinu it's private key and establishes
:i secure session.

Figure 1

[Refer to online tutorial ofhttp://www.kentlaw.edu/ [1]]

2.3 Different types of SSL

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is a security standard designed to provide secure

connections ontheInternet. Using an SSL solution, wecan encrypt confidential data and

exchange it over the Internet between Web servers and clients. The minimum

components of an SSL solution are an SSL-equipped server, an SSL-equipped client,

10



and a public-key certificate installed on either the server (typical) or the clients (the

exception), or both.

To ensure the security in the connection, the data that is being sent is encrypted before

being sent and then is decrypted upon receipt and before processing. Both the browser
and the server encrypt all traffic before sending any data. SSL addresses the following

important security considerations.

SSL comes in two strengths:

• 40-bit : Mostbrowsers support 40-bitSSLsessions

• 128-bit: Netscape Communicator 4.0 enables users to encrypt transactions in

128-bit sessions

The bits are referring to the length of the "session key" generated by every encrypted
transaction. The longer the key, the more difficult it is to break the encryption code. For
Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System, I have set the login page to the "require

secure channel SSL for 128-bit encryption" inside the directory security in Internet

Information Services.

[Refer articles of Secure Socket Layer from http://www.windowsecurityxom[4]]

2.4 Implementation Encryption in Secure Socket Layer

2.4.1 Cryptography

"SSL protects confidential information through the use of cryptography. Sensitive data
is encrypted across public networks to achieve a level of confidentiality. There are two
types of data encryption: symmetric cryptography and asymmetric cryptography (refer
to Table l).Symmetric cryptography uses the same key for encryption and decryption.
An example of symmetric cryptography is adecoder ring. Alice has aring and Bob has
the same ring. Alice can encode messages to Bob using her ring as the cipher. Bob can
then decode the sent message using his ring. In cryptography, the "decoder ring" is

considered a pre shared key.

The key is agreed upon by both sides and can remain static. Both sides must know each
other already and have agreed upon what key to use for the encryption and decryption of
messages. Remember that the same key is used for encoding as well as decoding
messages—thus the term symmetric cryptography.

11



Asymmetric algorithms use one key for encryption of data, and then a separate key for

decryption. Asymmetric algorithms are more favorable than symmetric algorithms

because even if the encryption key is learned in one direction, the third party still needs

toknow theother key inorder to decrypt themessage in theother direction."

[William Stallings,"Network Security Essentials, Applications and Standard" . Prentice

Hall]

Figure 2: Public key decryption and encryption

2.4.2 Digital certificate

It is adigital code that can be attached to an electronically transmitted message that
uniquely identifies the sender. The purpose ofadigital signature is to guarantee that the
individual sending the message really is who heclaims to be. Digital signatures are

important for e-commerce and are akey component ofmost authentication schemes.

Digital Certificates facilitate the public key exchange that is required to enable an SSL
connection. Digital certificate can be issued by any Certificate Authority; most web

browsers containa list of trusted CAs, suchas Verisign or Thawte. Boththe clientand

server get their digital certificates toauthenticate them self.

12



2.4.3 Digital Signatures

To ensure message integrity, each message exchanged in SSL has a digital signature

attached to it. A digital signature is a hashed message digest with public key

information. The message digest isbased on the checksum ofthe message. The message

digest is difficult to reverse. Both parties compute the message digest separately and
compare the hashed results. Matching results means that the checksum was unaltered
during transit, minimizing the chance ofa compromised message

[William Stallings, "Network Security Essentials, Applications and Standard" . Prentice

Hall]

Figure 3

1. Client sends a message

2. Client has messageand a public key

3. Client hashes message with public key

4. Servertakes randommessageand knows public key

5. Serverhashes messagewith publickey

6. Server sends hashed message

7. Client compares its own hashed message to server's message

8. If the two match, then the message has not beentampered

13



2.4,4 Certificates

SSL uses digital certificates to authenticate servers .SSL also includes an

optional authentication for clients. Certificates are digital documents that will attest to

the binding ofapublic key to an individual orother entity. They allow verification ofthe

claim that a specific public key does, in fact, belong to the specified entity. Certificates

help prevent someone from impersonating the server with a false key.

X.509 certificates for testing purposes only. It creates a public and private key

pair for digital signatures and stores it in a certificate file. This tool also associates the

key pair with a specified publisher's name and creates an X.509 certificate that binds a

user-specified name to the public part of the key pair. These certificates contain

information about the entity, including public key and name. A certificate authority then

validates this certificate (refer to Figure 4)

Version

Serial Number

Signature Algorithm

Issuer Name

Period of Validity

• Not Before Date

• Not After Date

Subject Name

Subject's Public Key

• Algorithm
• Public Key

Signature
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3. METHODOLOGY

The methodology that I have used is Throw Away Prototyping. Basically, this method
included the development of prototypes and done at different point in System

Development Life Cycle (SDLC). There are five stages in throw-away prototyping,
namely planning, analysis, design and prototyping, implementation and system (refer to
Figure 3.0). It has relatively thorough analysis phase that used to gather information and
to develop ideas for the system concepts. It is a product that represents the system that
needs additional refinements and enables users to understand the problems occurred

under the development process.

The objective of throw-away prototyping is to validate or derive the system

requirements. A system that is developed probably relies on the several design
prototypes during the analysis and design phase. By using this method, the risk can be
minimized by confirming the issues before the real system is built. This methodology a
balance inbenefits ofthrough out analysis and usually produces more stable and reliable

system. I also can ensure the working system is available early in the process. When we
start the prototyping process early, it will reduce the requirements risk

15
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Figure 5

3.1 Data Analysis

I have done the research on the system and the security part. For the system, I

have do some research on the documentation matters and problems that occurs in

previous manual system. In the security, I have focused on Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
in Web Services, additionally the data access control in SQL Server. Theoretically, the

rationale of doing research is to define all the elements that will be put in this system.

Doing study on the SSL is to make things clear on how to implement the SSL in this

system.

For the programming part, I have done on the tutorial part ofASP.NET and SQL

prograrnming. By doing research, ithelps me a lot especially in handling the error while

doing the programming

16



3.1.1 Tools

These are the tools required to develop the Reporting Automated System:

3.1.1.1 The development platform:

• Dreamweaver MX 2004

3.1.1.2 Language:

• Active Server Page

ASP arrives complete with authentication providers that provide

interfaces to other levels of security existing within or external to

the web server computer system. Web configure is utilized to

define security settings such as; the authentication method to use,

the users who are permitted to use the application and how

sensitive data should be encrypted

3.1.1.3 Database server:

• Microsoft SQL Server

For the authentication, we can choose whether using the Window

Authentication or SQL standard login. SQL Server supports two

authentication modes; Windows Authentication Mode and Mixed

Mode

3.1.1.4 Design tool:

• Fireworks andPhotoshop are used to do the design forthe interface.

3.1.1.5 Web server:

• Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.0

To integrate Windows authentication that used in ASP.Net the

application needs to be properly configured to dosovia IIS. It also

used to configure the directory where the protected resource is

located.

17



3.2 Data Gathering

The method thatI have chosen to gather all thedatais by distributing the questionnaires.

It is becauseas a mechanism for obtaininginformation and opinion about the current

manual system for industrial training inUTP and new suggestion to improve the current

system. In general, questionnaires are effective mechanisms for efficient collection of

certain kinds of information in a big group. Thequestionnaires arealso easy to analyze

and familiar tomost people. So, UTP student will notfeel apprehensive while

completing the questionnaires. It isrelatively quick tocollect information using

questionnaire especially in a university.

3.3 Design and Prototyping

For the second phase, I have designed the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the system

itself. I have used the Visual Studio 2005 for this automation system. The design is

started with the storyboard. All the navigational functions are being tested to meet the

requirement ofHuman Computer Interaction (HCI). I have designed the prototyping for

thedifferent users (SIIU, students, UTP Supervisor and Host plant Supervisor).

Generally, the main features in this system are Login Page, View Page, Add

Page, Edit Page and Delete Page. All these pages are implemented ineach user's page.

All the system data will be stored in the FYP Database (refer to Appendix: Figure 5).

Below is the Data Dictionary for this table:

Table Name

TBL STUDENT

TBL LECTURER

TBL SUPERVISOR

TBL ADMIN

Description

Use to store the information about the students. For example,
student name, ID number and programme.

Use to store the information related to the UTP lecturers that
have been assigned to be a supervisor. For example, lecturer
name, address, email and telephone number

Use to store the information of host plant supervisor. For
example, the name, address, position and companyname

Use to store the information of administrator (SIIU). For
example, name, level of admission, status, messages
received and total marks

18



TBL FACULTY

TBL PROGRAMME

TBL COMPANY

TBL WEEK

TBL YEAR

TBL LOGIN

TBL DOCUMENT

Use to store the information related to the faculty. For
example, thefaculty name, address, telephone number and
fax number

Use to store the informationof programme in University
Technology Petronas such programme name.
Use to store the data about the company ofhost plant
supervisor. Forexample, thecompany's name, address,
telephone number, fax number and company profile.

Use to storethe data aboutweekly report suchweekly brief

Use to store the data aboutthe year. For example, year of
undergoing the internship

Use to store the data for login page such username and

password

Use to store the data ofdocuments required by SIIU

3.4 System Testing for SSL

3.4.1 White Box Testing

• Testing that is underlying implementation ofthe source code without regard

to the external description for this system

• White box testing strategy deals with the internal logic and structure of the

code. The tests written based on the white box testing strategy incorporate

coverage of the code written, branches, paths, statements and internal logic

of the code etc.

• In order to implement white box testing, I have to deal with the code and

hence needed to possess knowledge of coding and logic i.e. internal

working of the code. By using the white box test, also I need to look into

the code and find out which unit/statement/chunk of the code is

malfunctioning. I havetested only onview page of each user's page.

19



• Unit Testing

I have chosen the unit testing. This is the simplest method in white box

testing. I have carried out unit testing in order to check if the particular

module or unit of code is working fine. The UnitTesting comes at the very

basic levelas it is carried out as and whenthe unit of the code is developed

or a particular functionality is built.

3.4.2 Black Box Testing

• In black box testing, I have tested without the knowledge of internal

workings of the item being tested. Meaning, it is applied to the tester that

would only know the "legal input" and the expected output. But, it is not

how the program actually gets arrived at those "expected output".

Simply saying, it is testing that occurs from the viewpoint of an end user. Black box
tests find bugs such as incorrect functions, interface problems, and database errors. I

have assigned few ofmy friends to test the functionality ofthis system. They are given
specific time to use it. Therefore, black box testing is absolutely mandatory for
acceptance testing. They must able to understand all the features to ensure that I have

achieved the expected level.

3.5 Deliverable of system

This isthe final stages after completing the design phase, construction phase and testing

phase. The system will be delivered to the end user after completed all the phases by
meeting all the requirements needed.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4. SECURED ONLINE UTP INDUSTRIAL TRAINING SYSTEM

4.1 User Requirements

Right now, the current system of industrial training consists of paper

applications. By having Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System, it
allows the SIIU to concentrate on updating the system rather than handling the

manual bureaucratic procedures. The user requirements will describe the basic

features that implemented in this system. To build a reliable system, we need to

define precisely the user needs. Mainly, there are 4 users that involved in this

system. After doing the research, these are the requirement based on the 4 types

of user; SIUU, student, Supervisor UTP, Supervisor HostPlant. All the users are

having different requirements.

User Requirements

1. Students Industrial Internship

Unit

View the new

Approve the student's account

View all the 3 users (student, SV UTP,

SV Host Plant)

Have functions like view, create, edit, and

delete all the users account.

Check all the documents submitted by

students and both supervisors

Search user by based on user ID

Give full report of grade obtain by the

students
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• Register for internship by filling up the

registration form

• This form is based on the student's course

and batch. It is to avoid the overlapping

among the students going for internship.

• Register the confirmation of Host

Company

• Filling up the training schedule for 32

weeks

• Submit the weekly report based on

weekly task at the Host Company

• Submit the final report at the end of

industrial internship

• Send messages to administrator (SIIU)

• All the documents submit by student will

be timestamp.

• View the grade gettingfor internship

• View all the updated messages provided

by the SIIU to get students aware of new

information
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3. Supervisor UTP Module

4. Supervisor Host Plant Module

View all the students under supervision

Enable to view student's document such

weekly report, final report and training

schedule

Search student based on student id and

course

View updated messages from the SIIU

Have access to contact the Supervisor

host plant, students, and SIIU

View the marks of weekly report

View the assessment of student's

performance

Fill in the oral presentation score sheet

based on student presentation and

student's score form

Register by filling up the form registration

Fill in the student information under

supervision

Able to view and give marks for students

log book

Filling up the form for assessment of

student's performance during industrial

internship

View messages from the SIIU

Send comments to the UTP Supervisor

and SIIU regarding the students

performance

Have access to contact information of

students, UTP Supervisor and SIIU
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Currently, University Technology Petronas is using the manual system for Industrial

Internship. One of the problems mentioned is to arrange all the forms that manually

processed by staffs in the SIIU. As administrator facing few problems with the current

system, I have come out with the idea of Secured Online UTP Industrial Training

System. The main significances of this project are:

• System should allow students and companies to register online.

• New automated system should match with administrator's requirement

• System should able to provide the web based application to submit all the required

documents through online system.

The students require going through all the phases in Figure 4.1 for them to complete

the industrial internship. Assessment is the most important element in Reporting

Automation System. Generally, the students performances are based on submission of

document such weekly report and final report as well as the assessment marks given by

host plant supervisor. The marks and grade will be given based on the assessment ftom

both supervisors. There are four important documents required by the SIIU:

Confirmation ofregistration (student)

Training Schedule (student)

Weekly Report / Log book (student)

Final Report(student)

Assessment during internship (plant supervisor)

Oral presentation Score Sheet (UTP and plant supervisor)
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Registration

Own

Placement

Faculty
Placement

Confirmation

Training

Assessment

Figure 6: Flow ofIndustrial Training

There are four users in Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System; SIIU

(Administrator), students, UTP supervisor and host plant supervisor. All the users have

different level. These tables describe the basic features thatwill be implemented in this

system.

I. SIIU (Administrator)

Available Features

Login

View

Sort

Logout

Description

A security measurement in which Aa^ninistrator must

provide a correct username and password in order to

access the administrator features.

Allow administrator to view all information, feedback, as

well as registered user under the system.

Allow administrator to sort the users

Endingall sessionand exiting the system.
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II. End-user (Student, Lecturer and SV Host Plant)

Available Features Description

Login A security measurement in which user must provide a

correct username and password in order to access the

user's features.

Add Allow user to weekly report and final report as required.

Edit Allow user to changeany recordregardingthe information

Delete Allow user to delete any record that they have entered into

the database.

Save Allow user to save all the information into the database.

Submit Allow user to submit the entire particular that they have

inserted in order to see their overall score.

View Allow user to view the information that have been saved

into the database, so that they can do any amendment

before submitting i

Logout Ending all session and exiting the system.

Feedback Allow user to give any feedback regarding the system.
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4.2 Questionnaires Analysis

There are 6 questions stated in this survey form. I have distributed this form to 50

students in UTP. The purpose of having this survey is to have student's opinion about

converting manual industrial training system into an automation system. Nowadays,
almost 80% process of learning and information administration have been done
automated. By upgrading from manual into automation system, optimistically it will be

more useful and practical systemto be used.

QUESTIONNAIRES ANALYSIS

PERCENT %
NO

YES

Figure 7

For the Question 1till Question 3, the bar graph in the Figure 7has illustrated the result
For Question 1, there are 78% students in UTP have realized the importance ofonline
system nowadays. However, there are 22% students who do not aware of it. In Question
2, there are 64% students are having problems with the current manual Industrial
Training compared to the 36% that do not have any problem at all. For question 3, 67%
students have a thought that having the online system will ease the task of submitting
weekly report. Otherwise, 33% students do not agree with it. From the analysis above, it
shows that UTP students are really need the online system. Furthermore, online system

is becoming much more prominent inourdaily life.
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QUESTION 4

1 3%

13%

60% 17%

Figure 8

o 1

a3

• 4

For Question 4, the rate of4gets the highest percentage, 60%. It follows by rate 3,17%,
rate 2 gets 13 %and rate 4, 10%. They have rated their needs on online system for
Industrial Training while undergoing the internship. From the result, it shows that the
students have voted to have anautomated while they undergoing internship. This system

acts as medium for communication among the students, lecturers (SV UTP) and SHU. It

also used to channel theirneeds andshare theproblems faced.

QUESTION 5

3

30%

2 A m 1

20% A • 2

D3

1 ^
• 4

10% ^-- -"^ 4
40%

Figure 9

For Figure 9, it shows the rate of efficiency level in manual system that has been
implemented (recent manual system) voted by students. The highest rate is 40%, rate 4.
The rate 3gets 30%, rate 2 is 20% and 10% for rate 1. From the result, we can conclude
that there is problem in the current system. That's the reason why I have come out with
thisautomated online reporting for industrial training.
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4.3 Flow Chart

This flow chart is only show the process of submitting the weekly report as required.

The students can upload the weekly report at anytime they want. This shows the

efficiency of online system.

CZ s- J>
''

Check status

1 -

Submit the weekly report

No ^ -~-"""^ Have they
the wee!

compieted --
Jy report

Yes

All the information saved in

database.

Status of the report will be
displayed

Redirect to main page

End

Figure 10
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4.4 System Functionality

It defines only the basic functions inside the Secured Online UTP Industrial Training

System.

Login Page

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI PETRONAS

WTELCOIMJi; TO

INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP SYSTEM

Student Registration

K.IO.-™=orTJrR':lr;i(ioi)

TTserazune:

Paiunroi'd: ! !
I togin |

f "lictL li«c if von sur^ not si i*<Tst«Led sNid*nf

Figure 11

In this login page, the users need to fill inthe username and password to authenticate the

users. Only the valid user can access this system. I also have implemented the Secure

Socket Layer (SSL) to ensure the system security. So, the login page will be https

fhttps://localhost/SSL login/Login.aspx) instead of http. If the user is not a registered

user, they have to fill up the registration form to access it. Different users have different

level of accessing this system. The system will redirect to the main page according to the

level of admission.

View Page

1±LL+ universiti teknologi petronas

FacuStJ

P:'oa-ainffie

Company

Lecturer

Vf eek-Jy Report

StiidenL

INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP SYSTEM

ADMINISTRATOR MAIN PAGE

S'ender

List Of Messages :

Coimneufs

Figure 12
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The main task of administrator is to maintain and administer ail the users. The SIIU is

able to view and access the information from 3 users (students, UTP Supervisor, Host

plant Supervisor).The Figure 12 shows the function to view the messages that have been

sending by users. The administrator is able to view the messages and delete the

unnecessary message.

Insertion Page

Updfii? Faculty

Delete Faculty

Back

universiti teknologi petronas

industrial internship system

ADD NEW FACULTY

FaculiylD

Faculty Name

FacultyAddress

Figure 13

Clear

; Tel Wo.

Fax No.

This is the form used by SIIU to add the new UTP Supervisor from different faculty.

There are four faculties in University Technology Petronas ; ICT & BIS Department,

Mechanical Engineering Department, Chemical Engineering Department, Electronic &

Electrical Engineering Department andCivil Engineering Department
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Update Page

New Faculty

Dele!g Faculty

Back

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI PETRONAS

INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP SYSTEM

Faculty ID

Faculty Name

Faculty Address

UPDATE FACULTY

Tel. No.

Fax Ho.

Figure 14
This page is used to update the faculty by adding new information ofthe new faculty in
University Technology Petronas. For example, the changes on the telephone number and

the fax number. Itwill behelpful to theSIIU if keep onupdating the information

Delete Page

New F amity

Update Faculty

Back

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI PETRONAS

INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP SYSTEM

DELETE FACULTY

[Faculty ID ||Facuity Name

Figure 15
The users are allowed to delete the faculty based on their ID and name of UTP

Supervisor. For example, if the lecturer is no more working in UTP, so we can remove

all the related information. So, it will reduce the spaces uses in database system and

avoid the redundancy.
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4.5 Implementation of Secure Socket Layer

For security purpose, I have decided to implement the Secure Socket Layer in Secured
Online UTP Industrial Training System inside the login page. It is because Secure

Socket Layer is critical for protecting private information like username and password.
SSL is a protocol for securing client-server communications and includes mechanisms

for authentication, encryption and decryption.

It has two important functions; authentication of the server and client at the

beginning ofthe session, and encryption/decryption ofdata exchanged between the two

parties during the session.

These are the security features that have been implemented in Reporting Automated

System:

• Login Page: This is a page that I have focused on SSL. The username and

password is required to access this system. By using SSL, I can ensure the

confidential user informationand a secure connectionbetween a client and

a server, over which any amount of data can be sent securely. By

executing the SSL, the URL oflogin page will use the HTTPS technology

instead of HTTP. It shows that loginpagehas beensecured by SSL.

• Password Display: The password will only appear the dotted line. So, we

do not expose the password from other users and can avoid from being

seen.

• Message Password: After logging in the system, the sender inside the

machine will send the user id based on their privileges. Different user has

different level of access. If the user has key in the wrong input for

password and username, the system will pop up a message of error and

redirect to the login page.

• Page Time Out: I have set the time expired for every session in 10

minutes. If the user justleft the system without using it, the session will be

end. Therefore, the user needs to re-login. I also have disabled the usage

buttonnext to the loginpageafterthe session end.
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• Session Id: I'm using the session password to avoid unauthorized user

from accessing the system. If it is expired, then it will redirect to the login

page.

The main security issue with HTTP is the fact that ail the traffic between the

client and the server is done as clear text, meaning that anyone could potentially "listen"

to talk and grab frames and valuable information from the net. To secure the

transmission of information between web servers running IIS 5.0 on, I have encrypted

the information being transmitted by using SSL (Secure Sockets Layer).

For this automation system, I have implemented the Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

in order to secure the submission data in the login page

(https://localhost/SSL Login/Login.aspx). I have focused on how to set up a SSL and

certificate. In order to successfully use SSL, I choose to obtain a Server Certificate. I

only focus on obtaining a certificate from a local CA. However, it is possible that we

acquire the Server Certificate from a trusted 3rd party CA such as Verisign or Thawte.

The figure shows the security architectures that involved the IIS, ASP.NET and SQL

Server.
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4.5.1 Steps to Verify That SSL is working

To testthenew settings connect, open a web browser and type in the address bar

(https://localhost/SSL login/Login.aspx). However, if we are using the HTTP

(plain text http, using TCP port 80) we will get the following error message

(Figure 14):

3 The page must be viewed over a secure channel - Microsoft Internet Explorer

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

(' 3 Back - Search V V Favorites V>?'

Addic-s:. \-JM\ http://localhost/5SL_Login/login.aspx:

The page must be viewed over a secure
channel

The page you are trying to view requires the use of "https" in the
address.

Please try the following:

• Try again by typing https:// at the beginning of the address
you are attempting to reach.

HTTP AQ3.-Z - Forbidden; SSL required
Internet Information Services

Figure 17

Now re-type the URL by using HTTPS instead of HTTP. Then, we should be

able to view the web page of login and receive a Security Alert window (Figure

18).

Security Alert N i -si
jffi) Youare about to viewpages overa secure connection

Anyinformation you exchange withthisate cannot be
viewed by anyone else on the Web.

f In the future, do not show this warning

"BR"

3-
fetiselnfo

Figure 18

If configured correctly, I have able to connect to SSL-protected website

(httns://localhost/SSL Login/Login.aspx).
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To verify that we're using SSL, we will find a small yellow lock icon on the

browser lower right corner S. Double click the lock icon. ACertificate window
will open and review the information that is entered into the certificate. For

Reporting Automation System, the certificate is issued to the IP address oflocal

host (164.0.5.142)

General .Details Certification Path.

Certificate Information

This certificate ts intended for the following purpose(s):

•Ensures the identity of a remote computer

Issued to: 164.0.5.142

Issued by: 164.0.5.142

Valid from 1/1/2000 to 1/1/2036

Figure 19
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4.5.2 Setting the Secure Socket Layer

This table shows the steps on howto set up the Secure Socket Layer in Secured

Online UTP Industrial Training System and how to create the certificate. These

are the procedures:

• Locate makecert in C:\Program Files\ Microsoft Visual Studio

8\SDK\v2.0\Bin

• Use command prompt and type in

makecert -r -pe -n
"CN=164.0.5.142; 0=University Technology Petronas;
OU=SIIU; C=Malaysia; ST=Perak; L-Tronoh "
-b 01/01/2000 -e 01/01/2036 -eku 13.6.1.5.5.73.1 -ss
my -sr localMachine -sky exchange -sp "Microsoft RSA
SChannel Cryptographic Provider" -sy 12

To add the certificate, open mmc.exe. Then open the console, select
Add/Remove

Snap-in. Add the certificate to the localcomputer.
Open the Console Root -> Certificates(local host) -> Personal-

certificates

Output

IIS Certificate Wizard

Request FBe Summary
You have chosen to generate a request file.

To generate the following request, click Next.

Flie name: cAeeftreq.lxt

Your request eontams the FollowinginFormation:

issued To
Friend^ Name
Country/Region
State / Province
City
O ionization
Organizations! Unit

localhost/SSL^LOGIN
Default Web Site
MY
Perak
Tronoh
University Technology Petronas
SIIU

<Back |[ Ncjtt>~\ | Cancel |

Figure 20
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Communications section click "Edit". Then, check "Require secure

channel (SSL) and "Require 128-nit encryption".So, now the page

Login.aspx should only use SSL

(https://localhost/SSL_Login/Login.aspx)

General irjataHs Certification Path

Certificate Information

This certificate is intended for the fuflowinu. purpose^):

.Ensures the identty of a remote computer

Issued to; 164,0.5.142

Issued by: 154.0.5.142

Valid from 1/1/2000 to 1/1/20%

Figure 22
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• To make the certificate "trusted", copy the certificate to the following

destination Console Root -> Certificates (Local Computer) -> Trusted

Root Certification Authorities -> Certificates.

• To prevent the browser from popping up the warning certificate,

choose the certificate in Console Root -> Certificates (Local

Computer) ->Personal -> Certificates-> Export

Output

%ffe Action Vm Favorites Window Help

*• "rain! ' 89 £
_]CorenleRaot

- ifJCerffitates (Local Compter)
- Q Psrsonal

'JCetBhtaEes
- fj Trusted tootCertftatbriAuthoi

-tfpflllWBSI
.* Q Enterprise Trust
* 7_2 Werrred«sCertfiMtiorifluthoi
4 j Trusted PubSshers
* LJ UnBustedCatftatEs
*: U Trid^artyRootCertSkaBooAu
+:Ll Trusted People
>; J Certficate Eiiofmert ReffJests

'+ _JSPC

Issued To

164.0.5,142

t366.102.7.H7
§ABA£COMRrotCA
^AutorWatiastfkadwadelaABJd..
IjAuSridadGJtffcedora del Qtetf...
EJBiincreEZbylBT
tslBetjaaicn E-Trust Prtnary CA
Bc&WttTSecurefist CA dessA
SCSWLKI SeoieNet CAfJassB
M<m HKT SoieNetCA Root
$BWIl*TSeoieNet CA SGC Roof
dCAl

^CertposteServeu'

",n Console! -[Console RootCertificates [Local Com[)uter)\Trusied Rout Certification AuthoritiesVCertificates]

164.0.5.142

66.102.7.147

ABAKOMRmtCA

AuttrtiadCertftadora dela Asoda..

AutBidad CertftadoradelColeglo..

BaSmcreEZbyDST

BetrjaccmE-TmstPrbiaryCA

C&W l«T SenreNet CAClassA

CBWhrrSeareOBtCAOassB

CftWrKTSeoreNetCARoot

CM tOTSecurer** CASK Root

CA1

Carbposte OasseAPersome

Cer%osteServeur

ljl/2036

1/1/2036

7/9/2009

60/2009

1/21/2010

10/1.6/2009

10/16/2009

1(9/16/2010

10/16/2009

3/11/2019
6/24(2018

6/24/2018

Figure 21

Server Authentica&ri

Server AutherticaBm

Secure Errei,Sewer...

Secure Ema), Server..,

Ssaie Brai, Server...

5eare Ertiai,Server.,.

Seare Emal, Server...

Secure EmS,Server...

Seare End, Server...

Seare Emal,Server...

SsareEmal, Server,..

Secure Ema), Server...

Secure Eire!,Server...

SecueDual,Server.,.

E»;
:=JiJ?J

IFiMndVHame iState'

<None>

<None>

D5T(ABA.EC0M)CA

AutoridadCertficad...

AUoridadCertficad...

DST(BarJnKreEZ)a
Belpcom E-Trust Pri...

CWWTfSecueMet...

CW1KT SecuroNet...

CWUCTSeoieNet...

CWLKTSeoieNet...

ViaCodeCeitfration...

CertpostaEdteur

CerbposteServeu

To install the certificate, openup Internet Service Manager by Settings -

> Control Panel - Administrative Tool -> Internet Service Manager.

Right click onthe item ofDefault Web Site -> properties. Then select

Directory Security" and click "Server certificate". Then, choose the

Certificate () that was created before.

• To force any aspx page touse SSL, choose Login.aspx file in Internet

Service Manager, choose File Security tabandunder Secure
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Recommendation

For future enhancement, there are few additional that need tobe added to ensure the full

usage ofautomated system. These are the features that I have recommended for future

enhancement:

• Forum/ Chat Room : to give any constructive comments or recommendation

about the company(host plant) and SIIU management while undergone the

internship

• Email notification: It will propagate notification if the student has submitted

the required documents to the SIUU and lecturer. They will be notified.

• SMS notification : Instead ofpropagating using email, this system also capable

tonotify the users by using SMS notification if there is any important message

such meeting, updating news or document submission.

• Mobile Reporting Automation System: By using the mobile technology, the

users able to view all the information using PDA. It will enhance the efficiency

in this system.

• Printed document byusing Crystal Reportasdocument purposes for SIUU.
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5.2 Conclusion

This project contributes a simple and secured online system to the UTP students

and SIIU. It helps the students to register andsubmit all the documentations required by

SIIUusing the SecuredOnlineUTP Industrial Training.

From the research and development done for Secured Online UTP Industrial

Training, I can honestly claimed that I havereached the objectives by developing simple

online system and implementationof Secure Socket Layer.

As a conclusion, this project is focused on current industrial training manual

system, online system and the Secure Socket. In developing an advanced system, there

are basically few things that need to be considering such web security, web services and

secured network. It must be able to handle and process the documentation in electronic

form. It is also can create significant cost, time and resources savings for the students,

staff and community. Overall, Secured Online UTP Industrial Training System is

intended to assist the UTP students while undergoing 8 months of industrial training.
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APPENDICES

Questionnaire: Reporting Automation for Industrial Training
Brief Explanation
Automation Industrial Training is one of the systems that will useful for students while

undergone their industrial training. Therefore, it can be concluded that it will help in

UTP to the community and management

Please tick all your answer in the given boxes.

1. Are you aware of the importance of online system?

• Yes • No

2. Do youhave anyproblems with the manual system of Industrial Training?
• Yes • No

3. Does it easier when students are able to submit the weekly report using online
system?

• Yes DNo

4. Please rate the needs of online system for Industrial Training for you while
undergoing the internship?

• 1 (Least)

• 2

• 3

• 4 (Most)

5. Please rate the efficiency level of manual system that has been implemented
(recent manual system)

• 1 (Least)

• 2

• 3

• 4 (Most)

6. Suggestionto the new online system(requirements)
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